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Abstract: The paper presents an exhaustive menu of nonmonotonic logics.
The options are individuated in terms of the principles they reject. I locate,
e.g., cumulative logics and relevance logics on this menu. I highlight some
frequently neglected options, and I argue that these neglected options are
particularly attractive for inferentialists.
Keywords: Nonmonotonic Logic, Inferentialism, Cumulative Transitivity,
Cautious Monotonicity, Relevance Logic
Nonmonotonic logics are logics in which Weakening or Monotonicity (MO)
sometimes fails.
MO If Γ ` A, then Γ,∆ ` A.
Given that you are reading this, you are presumably in the market for a
nonmonotonic logic. In this paper, I will offer some guidance by giving you
a complete menu of options. The different options are individuated by the
principles they reject. I will highlight some frequently neglected options
that are attractive for inferentialists.
I use the snake-turnstile “|∼” to talk about nonmonotonic consequence.
I take permutation and contraction for granted by working with sets on the
left (and the right, in multiple conclusion logics) of the turnstile.
1 What do you need?
In order to know which nonmonotonic logic is right for you, we must know
what you want your nonmonotonic logic for. There are two families of
reasons for wanting a nonmonotonic logic. Either you want to get more
1I would like to thank Robert Brandom, Daniel Kaplan, Shuhei Shimamura, Rea Golan, and
everyone who supported the Pittsburgh research group on nonmonotonic logic over the years.
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conclusions than classical logic gives you, or you want to get fewer (or
both). The logics that are typically called “nonmonotonic logics” give us
more conclusions than classical logic.2 They add risky inferences, like the
following:
(a) Zazzles is a cat. So Zazzles has four legs.
(b) I let go of this object h meters above ground. So it will hit the ground
with
√
2gh mtrsec .
These inferences are obviously not classically valid; and they are defeasible.
If we add to the first one the premise that Zazzles has (tragically) lost a leg in
an accident, the conclusion no longer follows. And if we add to the second
inference the premise that the object is a bird, the conclusion no longer
follows. Nevertheless, the conclusions intuitively follow from the premises.
Nonmonotonic logics in the first family try to capture this intuition.
Let us now turn to the second kind of motivation. Relevance logicians3
reject MO in order to avoid fallacies of relevance, like the result that “It is
not the case that if you are a philosopher, you are dumb” entails “If you are
dumb, the moon is made of cheese.” To avoid such results, relevance logi-
cians restrict the classical principle that a set entails its elements (contain-
ment or CO), while accepting that every sentence entails itself (reflexivity
or RE).
CO If A ∈ Γ, then Γ|∼ A.
RE A|∼ A.
In the atomic case, e.g., the set {p, q} doesn’t entail p. For relevance lo-
gicians, this is justified because q is not relevant to p, where the notion of
relevance is usually spelled out in terms of variable sharing.
Given these two families of motivations, any shopping tour should start
with the question: Do you care about allowing risky inferences? Or do you
want to avoid fallacies of relevance?
If you merely want to avoid fallacies of relevance and don’t care about
risky inference, I don’t have any new insights to offer. You should shop
around to find a relevance logic you like (see Anderson & Belnap, 1975;
Dunn & Restall, 2002). If you care about both, relevance and risky infer-
ences, I may have something new for you (see NM-LR below).
2Sometimes some other monotonic logic is used as the lower limit.
3For my present purposes, linear logic and similar logics count as relevance logics.
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If you want to codify risky inferences and don’t care about relevance,
there are many logics on the market that you might like, e.g., preferential
logics (Kraus, Lehmann, & Magidor, 1990), default logics (Reiter, 1980),
adaptive logics (Batens, 2007), argument-based approaches (Dung, 1995),
etc. In fact, there is a confusing variety of such logics. They are often cate-
gorized according to the technical machinery they use (Strasser & Antonelli,
2016). Preferential logics, e.g., use partial orders over worlds. Default log-
ics use default rules. Adaptive logics use sets of abnormalities. Argument-
based approaches use graphs in which the nodes are arguments. This is
often not very helpful because you may not care what technical machinery
is running under the hood of your logic.
I want to look at nonmonotonic logics from a more abstract perspective.
This will allow us to explore the logical space in which nonmonotonic logics
are located in terms of philosophical views about logic and principles you
may want your logic to satisfy, where this includes structural principles and
principles governing connectives.
2 The full menu
You cannot get a nonmonotonic logic without having to give up some prin-
ciples that many find desirable. The good news is that you get a choice
regarding which principles you want to give up. In this section, I will go
through some of these choices. The result will be an exhaustive (but not
exclusive) classification of nonmonotonic logics into seventeen types.
We can think of these seventeen types as generated by four choices. At
each choice point, you must reject at least one of a given set of principles.
The first choice (labeled [C1] in Figure 1) is that between rejecting CO and
rejecting Mixed-Cut.
Mixed-Cut If Γ|∼ A and ∆, A|∼ B, then Γ,∆|∼ B.
You must choose between these two because CO together with Mixed-Cut
implies MO. For, since by COB,A|∼ B, if we have Γ|∼ A, we get Γ, B|∼ A
by Mixed-Cut. If we reject CO, we are in the area of relevance logics (in a
very broad sense). If we reject Mixed-Cut, we reach our next choice point.
The second choice (labeled [C2] in Figure 1) is that between rejecting
CO or the Deduction-Detachment Theorem (DDT) or Cumulative Transi-
tivity (CT, aka Cut).
DDT Γ|∼ A→ B iff Γ, A|∼ B.
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CT If Γ|∼ A and Γ, A|∼ B, then Γ|∼ B.
We cannot have all three because, by CO, Γ, A,B|∼ A and so, by DDT,
Γ, A|∼ B → A. This means that we can get Γ, B|∼ A from Γ|∼ A by CT
and (left to right) DDT (see Arieli & Avron, 2000).
The third choice (labeled [C3] in Figure 1) is one between rejecting the
principle that everything implies all instances of the law of excluded mid-
dle (PEM), Cautious Monotonicity (CM), and a principle that I shall call
Premise Fission (PF), which is basically reasoning by cases (as an invertible
metarule).
PEM Γ|∼ A ∨ ¬A.
CM If Γ|∼ A and Γ|∼ B, then Γ, B|∼ A.
PF Γ, A ∨B|∼ C iff Γ, A|∼ C and Γ, B|∼ C.
To see that we must reject one of these, suppose again that Γ|∼ A. By PEM,
Γ|∼ B ∨ ¬B. By CM, Γ, B ∨ ¬B|∼ A. By PF, Γ, B|∼ A.4
The fourth choice (labeled [C4] in Figure 1) concerns conjunction and
disjunction. We must reject either PF, or Distribution (DI), or what I call
Premise Fusion (FU).
DI If Γ, A ∨ (B&C)|∼ D, then Γ, (A ∨B)&(A ∨ C)|∼ D.
FU Γ, A&B|∼ C iff Γ, A,B|∼ C.
PF requires an additive disjunction left-rule. FU requires a multiplicative
conjunction left-rule. An additive disjunction doesn’t distribute over a mul-
tiplicative conjunction (on the left of the turnstile).5 To see this, notice that
if Γ, A|∼ D and Γ, B, C|∼ D, we get Γ, A ∨ (B&C)|∼ D by FU and PF.
But if also Γ, B,A|6∼ D, we cannot get Γ, (A ∨B)&(A ∨ C)|∼ D.
We can use these four choice points to give an exhaustive categorization
of nonmonotonic logics. If we suppress some of our choices for relevance
logics (by leaving out the CM, PEM, PF choice), we can distinguish sev-
enteen types of nonmonotonic logics. They correspond to the leaves of the
tree in Figure 1.
4This argument was brought to my attention by Dan Kaplan. It is used in the literature, e.g.,
by Arieli and Avron (2000).
5More precisely, an additive disjunction distributes over a multiplicative conjunction across
the turnstile. In a multiple conclusion setting, we also get: If Γ|∼ ∆, A ∨ (B&C), then
Γ|∼ ∆, (A ∨B)&(A ∨ C). However, we don’t get DI.
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[C1]
[C2]
[C3]
[C4]
rej-MO
rej-CO
rej-Mixed-Cut
rej-PF rej-FU
(e.g. R)
rej-DI
(e.g. NM-LR)
rej-DDTrej-CT
rej-PFrej-PEMrej-CM rej-PF
(e.g. KLM)
rej-PEMrej-CM
rej-DI
(e.g. G3cp-NM)
rej-FU rej-PF rej-DI rej-FU rej-PF rej-DI rej-FU rej-PF rej-DI rej-FU rej-PF
Figure 1: Types of nonmonotonic logic
Figure 1 should be read as follows: Every nonmonotonic logic must re-
ject all the principles that occur on at least one complete branch of the tree.
We can label the seventeen types by the principles that they reject. The rele-
vance logic R, e.g., belongs to the type Rej(CO,FU). For CO doesn’t hold in
R and the conjunction of R doesn’t obey FU (even though the fusion opera-
tor does).6 The dashed arrow indicates that the choice between rejecting CT
and DDT is only forced if you accept CO. In fact, logics like NM-LR below
obey CT and DDT; this is possible because CO doesn’t hold in NM-LR.
Of course, a logic can always reject more principles than what the tree
in Figure 1 requires. Hence, a logic can belong to several of our seventeen
types. The logic NM-LR below, e.g., belongs to Rej(CO,DI) and Rej(CO,FU)
because it rejects DI and FU. These types are, however, exhaustive in the
sense that every nonmonotonic logic must belong to at least one of our sev-
enteen types.
Let me illustrate the use of this categorization. Cumulative logics, in the
sense of KLM (Kraus et al., 1990), accept CO and CT. This puts cumulative
logics in the branch that rejects DDT. Cumulative logics also accept CM,
and they are supra-classical, which means that they must accept PEM. So,
cumulative logics belong to the type: Rej(Mixed-Cut,DDT,PF). That tells us
that Premise Fission cannot hold in cumulative logics.
6Once we have different kinds of conjunction (and perhaps disjunction) around, there is a
question what principles like PF, FU, and DI mean. The answer is that what matters is just that
PEM, PF and DI use the same disjunction and FU and DI use the same conjunction.
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In preferential logics, which are a kind of cumulative logic, PF fails be-
cause we get Γ, A ∨ B|∼ C in cases in which Γ, A|6∼ C. As an example,
suppose that, in our favorite preferential logic, “Zazzles is a cat” nonmono-
tonically implies “Zazzles has four legs.” By supra-classicality “Zazzles is
a cat” implies “Zazzles either did or didn’t have an accident in which he
lost a leg.” By CM, the set {“Zazzles is a cat”, “Zazzles either did or didn’t
have an accident in which he lost a leg”} implies “Zazzles has four legs.”
That seems counter-intuitive. After all, “Zazzles is a cat. And Zazzles had
an accident in which he lost a leg” clearly doesn’t imply “Zazzles has four
legs.” As is clear from Figure 1, cumulative logics cannot avoid such cases.
3 Motivating choices
The tree in Figure 1 gives us a complete menu of options. Some of these
options have well-known representatives, like KLM or the logic R. Below
I will focus on options that have not been explored in the literature. I will
present one logic of type Rej(Mixed-Cut,CT,CM,DI), which I call G3cp-
NM, and one logic of type Rej(CO,DI), which I call NM-LR. The latter
logic stands to LR as G3cp-NM stands to classical logic. Before we get into
any technical details, however, we should reflect on our menu of options
from a philosophical perspective.
The choices that KLM makes, i.e. Rej(Mixed-Cut,DDT,PF), can be seen
as embodying two priorities:7 (a) rejecting as few structural principles as
possible, and (b) staying supra-classical. To reject CM or CT would be to
reject a structural principle where you could instead reject principles about
particular connectives, namely DDT and PF respectively. So this would go
against priority (a). Rejecting PEM instead of PF would preclude KLM
from being supra-classical and, hence, go against priority (b).
Logics of the type Rej(Mixed-Cut,CT,CM,DI), like the logic NM-G3cp
below, can be seen as embodying the idea that we shouldn’t reject princi-
ples regarding the behavior of connectives if we can instead reject structural
principles. One way to flesh out this view is to say that satisfying DDT is
part of what it means for something to be a conditional. Similarly, satisfy-
ing PF is part of what it means for something to be a disjunction. If we also
want to stay supra-classical and, hence, accept CO and PEM, then it is al-
7Of course, I don’t want to do the KLM advocate’s introspection for her. And there can
be other priorities that might motivate the choices KLM makes. But (a) and (b) are at least a
natural interpretation.
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ready settled that we must reject CT and CM. If we now add that satisfying
FU is part of what it means to be a conjunction, we arrive at a logic of type
Rej(Mixed-Cut,CT,CM,DI).
This comparison brings out that navigating our decision-tree can be seen
as an exercise in trading off structural principles that one may take to be
constitutive of consequence against principles that one may consider con-
stitutive of something being a certain connective. If you think, e.g., that
CO and CT, but not CM, are constitutive of consequence and that FU isn’t
constitutive of conjunction but PF and PEM are constitutive of disjunction,
then Rej(Mixed-Cut,DDT,CM,FU) is probably a nonmonotonic logic that
you should consider.
If you are a logical inferentialist, you think that something has the mean-
ing of, say, a conditional just in case, and because, it has a particular infer-
ential role. In that case, you may plausibly think that principles like DDT,
PF, and FU are constitutive of our connectives meaning what we want them
to mean. For these are principles that plausibly characterize a part of the in-
ferential roles of the conditional, disjunction and conjunction, respectively.
Such an inferentialist view seems attractive to me and, hence, I will focus
on options that are attractive from an inferentialist perspective. Before we
get to this, however, I want to point out another issue for which inferential-
ist inclinations are relevant for the choice of a nonmonotonic logic, namely
what we think logic should do for us.
4 Sticking to logic
If you are an inferentialist, it is probably not only the extension of your
nonmonotonic consequence relation that will matter to you but also the way
it is generated. You will probably say that the inferential roles of logically
complex sentences are determined by the inferential rules governing the log-
ical connectives, together with the inferential roles of the atomic sentences.
Hence, you will want your nonmonotonic consequence relation to be gener-
ated by putting together a consequence relation over atomic sentences and
rules governing the inferential behavior of the logical connectives. In this
section, I will discuss implications of this view for the choice of a nonmono-
tonic logic.
We want to codify inference like that from “Zazzles is a cat” to “Zazzles
has four legs.” Hence, our consequence relation cannot be formal, in the
sense of being closed under substitution (see Makinson, 2003). This isn’t
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surprising. The inference about Zazzles has something to do with cats and
legs and the meanings of “cat” and “legs.” Substantive information about
cats and legs and the meanings of “cat” and “legs” is curled up in our infer-
ence about Zazzles.
The logician has no particular expertise regarding cats and legs or the
meanings of “cat” and “legs.” So in order to construct a consequence re-
lation in which “Zazzles has four legs” (or a sentence that stands for it in
an artificial language) is a consequence of “Zazzles is a cat” (or a sentence
that stands for it in an artificial language), the logician must draw on extra-
logical knowledge. In particular, the atomic fragment of our consequence
relation must be given to the logician from elsewhere. The logician gets
no say in determining it. After all, implication relations among atomic sen-
tences always embody substantive connections regarding which the logician
cannot claim any expertise.
Of course, the logician may only be interested in atomic consequence
relations that have certain structural properties, like CO, RE, CT or CM. But
in order to justify such a restrictions from a philosophical perspective, we
must give a philosophical interpretation of consequence, i.e. of the turnstile,
and we must motivate the idea that all atomic consequence relations have
certain properties on the basis of that interpretation.
This point is important because many nonmonotonic logicians are mo-
tivated by problems in artificial intelligence. For the purposes of artificial
intelligence, however, it doesn’t matter when and how we bring in extra-
logical information, as long as we solve the practical problems at hand. We
may, e.g., want a machine to deduce as much useful and reliable information
as possible, in whatever way possible.
So in choosing a nonmonotonic logic, you should ask yourself: Do you
allow your logic to partly determine the atomic fragment of your conse-
quence relation? Or do you want a logic that conservatively extends any
consequence relation over atomic sentences? If you want a maximally pow-
erful inference engine, the first choice is preferable. If, however, you want
your logic to determine the inferential roles of logically complex sentences
in terms of the inferential roles of simpler sentences, then the second choice
is preferable.
Comparing default logic and KLM can help to clarify my point. In de-
fault logic, we encode extra-logical information into default rules, which
allow us to add a conclusion to our current knowledge base if we can get
the so-called prerequisite and all the so-called justifications are consistent
with our current knowledge base. We then apply our default rules until we
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reach a fixed point.8 Suppose, e.g., we know that Zazzles is a cat and that
Zazzles likes to sleep on the sofa. Our only default rule is one that allows
us to infer that something is hairy if it is a cat and it is consistent with our
knowledge base that Zazzles is hairy. According to default logic, we can in-
fer that Zazzles is hairy. And we can do that without ever explicitly feeding
our logic the information that {“Zazzles is a cat”, “Zazzles likes to sleep on
the sofa”} nonmonotonically implies “Zazzles is hairy.” Thus, default logic
partly determines the consequence relation over atomic sentences.
Preferential semantics, in the spirit of KLM, differs in this respect from
default logic. In KLM, we start with a partial order over states. We say
that Γ|∼ A iff all the minimal states in which all members of Γ are true are
also states in which A is true. We can think of the partial order as represent-
ing the extra-logical information which we are feeding into our cumulative
logic. This ordering can be given antecedently to the semantic clauses that
embody an account of the logical constants. If we interpret KLM in this way,
we say, in effect, that all the extra-logical information must be given before
we determine the consequence relation over logically complex sentences.9
Where KLM diverges from inferentialism is in giving a model-theoretic ac-
count of the meanings of the logical constants.
The question whether you want a nonmonotonic logic that is suitable
for purposes in artificial intelligence or one that is compatible with infer-
entialism isn’t a question about the extension of your consequence relation.
Rather, it is a question about what you take to be basic. If you are an infer-
entialist, you should take nonmonotonic consequence relations over atomic
sentences to be basic. Given that nonmonotonic logics that are suitable for
artificial intelligence are well known, I want to close by presenting two op-
tions that are attractive from an inferentialist perspective—both in the ex-
tension of their consequence relations and in how they are generated.
5 Two inferentialist nonmonotonic logics
In this section, I will present two nonmonotonic logics that serve as exam-
ples of what I consider inferentialism-friendly nonmonotonic logics. I have
8That procedure defines an extension of our knowledge base. Skeptical consequences of
our knowledge base are then those sentences that are in every extension. And credulous conse-
quences are those that are in at least one extension.
9That is why, in KLM, “Nixon is a pacifist” does not follow from “Nixon is a Quaker and
Nixon is a Republican”, unless we order the states in such a way that in all the minimal states
in which Nixon is a Quaker and a Republican, he is also a pacifist (Kraus et al., 1990).
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presented a similar logic elsewhere (Hlobil, 2016); so I will focus on what
is new and skip details that can be found in previous presentations of the
framework.
5.1 The basics
Let L0 be a set of atomic sentences, and let L be the result of adding the
connectives →,∨, and & (and ¬ in the second logic; it can be treated as
defined in the first logic) to this atomic language, with their usual syntax.
Let’s start with a (multiple conclusion) nonmonotonic consequence re-
lation over atoms.10
Definition 1 A base consequence relation, |∼0⊆ P(L0) × P(L0), is a
relation between sets of atomic sentences.
This definition is maximally liberal. In the context of a particular logic,
we will add constraints. If you are an inferentialist, you will think that
such base consequence relations define (at least in part) the meanings of
the atomic sentences. We will use our base consequence relation as a set
of axioms in otherwise familiar sequent calculi. The resulting consequence
relation over the whole language is |∼.
5.2 Making G3cp nonmonotonic
Suppose we want a supra-classical nonmonotonic logic. In that case, we
should choose sequent rules for classical logic. However, we don’t want to
enforce structural principles like monotonicity. Hence, we should choose a
sequent calculus for classical logic in which Weakening is absorbed.
The sequent calculus G3cp fits the bill (Troelstra & Schwichtenberg,
2000). The axioms of G3cp are Γ, p ` p,∆ and ⊥,Γ ` ∆. Like in LK,
it suffices in G3cp to use just the atomic instances of these axioms to get
classical logic. So if we make sure that all of our base relations include
all atomic instances of the axioms of G3cp, our resulting nonmonotonic
logic will be supra-classical. Let’s say that base relations that include all the
axioms of G3cp are “NM-G3cp-fit.”
Definition 2 A NM-G3cp-fit base consequence relation is a base conse-
quence relation that includes all the atomic instances of Γ, p|∼0 p,∆ and
⊥,Γ|∼0 ∆ (and possibly more sequents).
10This is similar to what is done in work on atomic systems (Piecha & Schroeder-Heister,
2016; Sandqvist, 2015). In this literature, it is common to allow higher-order rules and to
enforce so-called “definitional reflection.” I do neither of these two things here.
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Axioms of NM-G3cp
If Γ|∼0 ∆, then Γ|∼ ∆ is an axiom.
Rules of NM-G3cp (which are identical to those of G3cp)
Γ|∼ A,∆ Γ, B|∼ ∆
LC
Γ, A→ B|∼ ∆
Γ, A|∼ B,∆
RC
Γ|∼ A→ B,∆
Γ, A,B|∼ ∆
L&
Γ, A&B|∼ ∆
Γ|∼ A,∆ Γ|∼ B,∆
R&
Γ|∼ A&B,∆
Γ, A|∼ ∆ Γ, B|∼ ∆
Lv
Γ, A ∨B|∼ ∆
Γ|∼ A,B,∆
Rv
Γ|∼ A ∨B,∆
Figure 2: NM-G3cp
If we want to construct a particular nonmonotonic logic, we have to
choose a particular NM-G3cp-fit base relation. We should choose the base
relation that determines, to the extent that consequence relations do that, the
meanings for the atomic sentences that we want them to have. We can now
define the nonmonotonic logic NM-G3cp.
Definition 3 NM-G3cp: A logic belongs to the family NM-G3cp just in
case its consequence relation, |∼, is the smallest set of sequents that closes
an NM-G3cp-fit base consequence relation under the rules of NM-G3cp.
Figure 2 gives a sequent calculus for NM-G3cp. NM-G3cp has a couple
of nice properties. First, it is supra-classical. Second, NM-G3cp extends
NM-G3cp-fit base relations conservatively. To see this, notice that all the
rules of NM-G3cp conclude sequents that contain logical constants. Third,
like in G3cp, all the rules are invertible.
Proposition 1 All the rules of NM-G3cp are invertible; i.e., if the root
sequent of a rule application holds, then so do the top sequents.
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Proof. By induction on proof-height. I will do just one subcase of L&,
namely the one where the root comes by LC. Suppose that Γ, A&B,C →
D|∼ ∆ comes by LC. The premises are Γ, A&B, |∼ C,∆ and Γ, A&B,D|∼
∆. By our induction hypothesis, this means that we can derive Γ, A,B, |∼
C,∆ and Γ, A,B,D|∼ ∆. By LC, we get Γ, A,B,C → D|∼ ∆. The other
cases are analogous.
The invertibility of the rules implies that if we have an effective proce-
dure for checking whether a set of atomic sequents is in our base relation,
then the NM-G3cp extension allows for effective root-first proof search.
A further attractive consequence of the invertibility of the G3cp rules is
that the connectives satisfy DDT, PF, and FU. That is good news for infer-
entialists who think that DDT, PF and FU are constitutive of the meanings
of the conditional, disjunction, and conjunction respectively.
NM-G3cp is of the type Rej(Mixed-Cut,CT,CM,DI). After all, it is supra-
classical (so CO and PEM hold) and it obeys DDT, FU, and PF. Hence,
Cautious Monotonicity, Cumulative Transitivity and Distribution all fail in
NM-G3cp.
5.3 Making LR nonmonotonic
We have seen in the previous subsection that NM-G3cp obeys neither Mixed-
Cut nor CT. That will certainly raise some eyebrows. Although nontransitive
logics are becoming more common (Cobreros, Egré, Ripley, & van Rooij,
2012; Ripley, 2013), some people will insist on Cut. In this section, I show
how we can construct a nonmonotonic logic whose proof-theory is as ele-
gant as that of NM-G3cp while it also satisfies DDT and Cut. In order to do
so, we must turn to relevance logic, as is obvious from Figure 1 because we
must reject CO in order to jointly satisfy DDT and CT.
It is well known that the most prominent relevance logics E and R don’t
have simple sequent calculus formulations because they obey distribution.
The distribution-free relevance logic LR, however, has an elegant sequent
calculus formulation (Bimbó, 2015). So let’s follow the strategy we used to
formulate NM-G3cp in order to turn LR into the nonmonotonic logic NM-
LR.
The axioms of LR are all the instances of RE (i.e. A|∼ A). For our
logic to be as strong as LR, we must ensure that our logic proves all these
instances. We can do so by, first, requiring that all base relations include
all atomic instances of RE and, second, ensuring that our rules allow us to
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Axioms of NM-LR
If Γ|∼0 ∆, then Γ|∼ ∆ is an axiom.
Rules of NM-LR (which are identical to those of LR)
Γ|∼ A,∆ Θ, B|∼ Λ
LC
Γ,Θ, A→ B|∼ ∆,Λ
Γ, A|∼ B,∆
RC
Γ|∼ A→ B,∆
Γ|∼ A,∆
LN
Γ,¬A|∼ ∆
Γ, A|∼ ∆
RN
Γ|∼ ¬A,∆
Γ, Al|∼ ∆
L& (l=1 or 2)
Γ, A1&A2|∼ ∆
Γ|∼ A,∆ Γ|∼ B,∆
R&
Γ|∼ A&B,∆
Γ, A|∼ ∆ Γ, B|∼ ∆
Lv
Γ, A ∨B|∼ ∆
Γ|∼ Al,∆
Rv (l=1 or 2)
Γ|∼ A1 ∨A2,∆
Figure 3: NM-LR
derive all the logically complex instances of RE. With a view to the first
point, we define NM-LR-fit base relations.
Definition 4 A NM-LR-fit base consequence relation is a base conse-
quence relation, |∼0, that includes all atomic instances of RE (i.e. p|∼0 p).
We can now simply use the sequent rules of LR (with the exception that
we ignore the rules for contraction because we are working with sets). After
all, the rules of LR preserve Reflexivity. The resulting system, NM-LR, is
set out in Figure 3.
NM-LR includes LR because we get all the axioms of LR (which can
easily be shown by induction on complexity). By inspecting the rules,
we can see that NM-LR defines a conservative extension. For, as in NM-
G3cp, each rule concludes a sequent with a logical connective. As desired,
Cut is admissible in NM-LR if the base relation we choose satisfies Cut.
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Proposition 2 Mixed-Cut is admissible in any NM-LR extension of a NM-
LR-fit base relation that satisfies Mixed-Cut.
Proof. The known Cut-elimination proof for LR, which works basically like
Gentzen’s original proof for LK (Bimbó, 2015), shows that Mixed-Cut can
be pushed up in proof-trees of NM-LR. Hence, it suffices to note that the
axioms are closed under Mixed-Cut.
Notice that NM-LR gives us relevance logics that are ampliative (if the
base relation is ampliative). As intimated in Section 2, nonmonotonic logics
in the tradition of default logic and KLM want to have more consequences
than classical logic, whereas relevance logicians want to have fewer conse-
quences than classical logic. The consequence relations of NM-LR can do
both of these things at the same time. We can add risky inferences, and we
can do this without getting, e.g., paradoxes of material implication.
6 Conclusion
I have described an exhaustive menu of options from which you can choose
a nonmonotonic logic. All nonmonotonic logics fall into at least one of
the types charted in Figure 1. Along the way, I have presented a sequent
calculus approach to nonmonotonic logic, and I have given two examples of
logics that this approach yields, NM-G3cp and NM-LR. I have argued that
these logics have some features that are attractive for inferentialists.
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